HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at: 9:00 am   Date: May 6, 2010

Location: Committee Room 6

Remarks:

HB 240   DANAHAY   ETHICS/BOARD   Provides relative to enforcement of laws within the jurisdiction of the Board of Ethics

HB 1143  GALLOT    ETHICS/BOARD   Amends provisions concerning enforcement of the ethics code

HB 1403  BARRAS    LOBBYING   Provides relative to late filing fees applicable to a person who is an executive branch and legislative branch lobbyist and files one report disclosing all of his lobbying expenditures

HB 754   SCHRODER  CIVIL SERVICE  (Constitutional Amendment)   Prohibits pay increases to persons in state service when there is a budget deficit

HB 755   SCHRODER  CIVIL SERVICE  (Constitutional Amendment)   Requires the legislature to determine prior to each fiscal year if a pay increase may be granted to persons in state service and if so, the manner and amount of the increase

HB 1168  SCHRODER  REGISTRARS OF VOTERS   Prohibits certain increases in compensation for registrars of voters and certain employees of the registrar during certain time periods

HB 1296  SCHRODER  HOLIDAYS   Provides relative to the use of leave for observance of legal holidays

HB 1352  LABRUZZO  ELECTED OFFICIALS   Creates a voluntary drug testing program for legislators and statewide elected officials

______________________________
Richard "Rick" Gallot, Jr.
CHAIRMAN